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ABSTRACT

ARTICLE HISTORY

This paper examines the role of women in window display in Britain
during the 1920s and 1930s. Window display in 1920s Britain was
very much men’s work. Even when women were encouraged by
those outside the profession, they were not necessarily
encouraged by those within it. In 1923 the daily press and
women’s journals devoted space to the debate on window
dressing as an ideal and suitable profession for women. However,
the editorial of Display, the oﬃcial organ of the British Association
of Display Men, disagreed. Display believed that women were
unsuccessful at window dressing, justiﬁed by claiming they did
not have the natural ability to create artistic ‘open’ displays.
Although the article’s author claimed they welcomed women,
they believed many who had attempted it had to give it up, with
their windows lacking strength and character. Nevertheless, there
were successful professional female display practitioners. This
paper discusses the role of women in British display, from early
pioneers such as Ethel Wimhurst in 1919 to the brash American
Martha Harris, who impacted on London display in the early
1930s. They and others railed against the odds to have rich and
fulﬁlling careers.
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Introduction
In a proactive Germany during the 1900s and 1910s, women worked alongside their male
counterparts in department store display, and taught in window dressing training
schools. Berliner, Elisabeth von Stephani-Hahn released a seminal textbook, Schaufensterkunst, on window display techniques in 1919.1 Schaufensterkunst was read internationally and was held in high regard by Edward N. Goldsman, the Display Manager at
Selfridge’s from 1909 to 1920. During the 1920s Goldsman was enamoured of the
German display approach and was the London representative for Stephani-Hahn’s publication, which he advertised as containing the ‘very latest ideas in up-to-date modern
display.’2 Goldsman was both an ex-president of the British Association of Display
Men (BADM), founded in 1919, and its American equivalent, the National Association
of Window Trimmers of America, founded in 1898. Goldsman is an important character
to note as his opinions are disclosed further in this article.
CONTACT Kerry Meakin
kerry.meakin@tudublin.ie
Supplemental data for this article can be accessed https://doi.org/10.1080/2373518X.2021.1982532.
© 2021 The Author(s). Published by Informa UK Limited, trading as Taylor & Francis Group
This is an Open Access article distributed under the terms of the Creative Commons Attribution-NonCommercial-NoDerivatives License
(http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/4.0/), which permits non-commercial re-use, distribution, and reproduction in any
medium, provided the original work is properly cited, and is not altered, transformed, or built upon in any way.
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In America and Britain until the 1920s, display was predominantly seen as a position
for men. However, as early as 1891 in Britain, window dressing was described as ‘A New
Occupation for Ladies.’3
Shop window dressing is becoming quite a profession, and by no means an unremunerative
one, but the work is far from easy, and needs considerable skill and good taste … a shop
window dresser has to be up and about at seven o’clock, but at ten her work is over for
the day.4

In the 1891 British census, out of the twelve people who deﬁned themselves as window
dressers, only one was female.5 In 1892, drapery stores advertised for ‘Young Ladies’ who
were good saleswomen and window dressers.6 In 1899, Webb & Co. Central Drapery
Stores in Truro advertised for an ‘Experienced Young Lady,’ the only criteria being
they were ‘ … a competent window dresser.’7 Most Britons who considered themselves
display practitioners in the 1900s and 1910s came through the drapery apprenticeship
route. In the 1901 census, out of 121 people, thirteen women put ‘window dresser’ as
their occupation.8 In Britain, like America, display practitioners were predominately
male during the ﬁrst two decades of the twentieth century. Nevertheless, women were
employed as sales staﬀ and targeted as the predominant consumer.
Even in the early 1920s, when women were encouraged by those outside the profession, such as William Crawford, founder of the pioneering British advertising
agency, they were not necessarily approved of by male practitioners. At the BADM’s
1921 winter session, Crawford commented on the ‘ … great assembly of trained minds
and fascinating women who know their work. Is it not wonderful the change the war
brought? … I am very proud that women have come forward in this society, and I
hope next year we will have thirty of them … ’9 Although display roles had gone to
women during the First World War, female practitioner numbers were minimal.
Women did not ﬁnd it easy to enter design practice; this was even more acute where professional organisations were concerned.10
In 1923, the press and women’s journals debated on window display as an ideal and suitable profession for women, suggesting those with artistic temperaments may be better at
display than men and could receive ‘extraordinarily large salaries.’11 However, the oﬃcial
organ of the BADM, Display, disagreed. The editorial stated that apart from a few exceptions, women were unsuccessful at display, justiﬁed by claiming they lacked natural creative
ability.12 Display intoned, ‘That the display staﬀ of [West End] stores is composed almost
entirely of men, shows that the stores are convinced by experience that men are in the
greater part best for this work.’13 Although the journal claimed it welcomed women, it
believed many left the profession due to their displays lacking in strength and character.
The June 1931 edition of Display was devoted to women, yet it was not any further
enlightened,
… one would expect women to have an aptitude for display … Nevertheless, few show
any desire to enter the display profession … the number of men in comparison with
women would be at least ﬁfty to one … the work is inclined to be hard for a
woman. A position of any importance is somewhat harassing, and calls for much physical energy, as well as good business knowledge. This may account for the smallness of
the number of women. Certainly, display, when carried out in accordance with present
day demands, is not the simple, easy work it appears to the lady up for a day’s shopping … 14
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Nevertheless, in 1932, in an address to the Cheltenham Branch of the National Display
Association (NDA) calling for a speciﬁc English type of display, Goldsman asserted that
‘Some of us talk glibly of modernism, expressionism and futurism in display without
understanding the meaning of the words. In drapery and confectionery … women lead
the ﬁeld in many respects.’ 15 Goldsman referred to Hilda Gibson of Rowntree’s’, Scarborough, and Florence Watson of the Lyons’ Corner House, whose case studies are
included further in this article.
Design and art historians’ interest in window display has grown in the last decade.
Design historian Emily M. Orr’s 2016 research builds upon the earlier work of historian Claire Walsh and expands social and cultural historian William Leach’s research
on the theatricality and technologies of display.16 Other recent examples of scholarship in the ﬁeld of display include art historian Sandra Zalman’s 2018 article ‘The
art of window display: Cross-promotion at Bonwit Teller and MoMA.’17 Zalman
employs Dali’s 1936 displays for Bonwit Teller as a case study. Architecture and
design historian Laura McGuire discusses designer Frederick Kiesler’s displays in
‘Automatic show windows: Frederick Kiesler’s retail technology and American consumer culture’ (2018).18 Art and design historian Anca I Lasc, in her 2018 paper ‘The
Travelling Sidewalk: The Mobile Architecture of American Shop Windows at the
Turn of the Twentieth Century,’ asserts that historians only discuss window display
when it featured in the works of prominent artists or industrial designers.19 Lasc
declared, ‘window dressing as a professional and especially artistic activity has
rarely been deemed worthy of study on its own.’20 Lasc refers to architectural historian Louisa Iarocci’s Visual Merchandising: The Image of Selling (2013) and Orr’s
research as contemporary texts on window dressing.21 However, these texts are primarily focused on American display.
From a British perspective, two pieces of display research from 2006 are essential;
social historian Susan Lomax’s chapter ‘The View from the Shop Window: Window
Display, the Shopper and the Formulation of Theory,’22 and design historian Yasuko
Suga’s paper ‘Modernism, Commercialism and Display Design in Britain: The
Reimann School and Studios of Industrial and Commercial Art.’23 There has recently
been a burgeoning interest in British display. Online seminars throughout spring 2021
at the University of Wolverhampton’s Centre for the History of Retailing and Distribution (CHORD) saw nineteenth-century British window display discussed in symposia,
seminars, and blogs.24 In May 2021 archival researcher, Jeanette Strickland published a
paper, ‘Thought piece – a window on advertising archives,’ considering the archival
sources available for research on window dressing in Britain during the late nineteenth
and early twentieth centuries.25 Few authors have investigated window display from the
perspective of the persons engaged in the profession. Orr claims, ‘the biographies of
named displaymen at the leading department stores of Chicago, London and
New York are relatively unknown.’26 Design historian Grace Lees-Maﬀei points out
the case studies of women who negotiated their way as professionals, a term generally
applied to men, are important and particularly revealing.27
This brief article reconstructs biographies of several inﬂuential female window practitioners working in British stores in the 1920s and 1930s. Drawing on archival research
and examination of underrepresented primary materials, it hopes to discover the eﬀorts
that female display practitioners undertook to become professionals and how their
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practice developed. The methodological approach of archival research and extensive
examination of catalogues, periodicals, advertisements, and photographs has yielded a
new understanding of the display profession’s strength, impact, and growth and the
women within it during this period. Critical examination of sources has aided a
piecing together evidence, visual and written, which led to stories of people, events,
organisations, exhibitions, and dialogues, providing this article with a conceptual
framework.
Ethel Wimhurst – Derry & Toms
Ethel Wimhurst, one of those referred to in Crawford’s 1921 address, began her career as
a draper’s apprentice in Chichester. While there, Wimhurst found she had an aptitude for
display. After six years in the provinces, Wimhurst moved to Pratts of Streatham,
London. In 1919 she took an appointment with Derry & Toms, Kensington, as the top
display assistant.28 That year, one of Wimhurst’s novel displays featured in the second
edition of Display, described as an ‘exceptionally well-handled display of Trimmings
… The grouping of this window is well worth studying … ’ [Figure. 1].29
1920s female practitioners needed to strive theoretically and practically to keep up
with their male colleagues. Wimhurst had to prove herself as a highly competent and
accomplished display practitioner; although excelling at fabric draping, she could
wield hammers and saws, splice electric wires, and renovate mannequins.30 By 1922,
Wimhurst was one of the ﬁrst two women elected to the BADM committee.31 Wimhurst
had read the 1923 editorial in Display on ‘Women as Window Dressers,’ eight years later,
she recalled its prejudice. Wimhurst believed it was generally acknowledged that women
were not as good as men at display roles, and as a result, contended against the odds.32 In
1925, Wimhurst’s ‘splendid display’ won ﬁrst place in Display’s Christmas Window
Contest, winning a trip to Paris, no mean feat considering a signiﬁcant number of
entries was received.33
By 1929 Wimhurst held one of the most prominent display positions in the country.
She was the ﬁrst woman appointed as Display Manager of a West End store, Derry &
Toms, overseeing forty windows.34 A position she arrived at ‘after slogging hard at
nothing but window display for twenty years, right from the days of my apprenticeship.’35 Goldsman described her work as one of outstanding merit.36 By 1937, Wimhurst
was head of the display department at Robinson & Cleaver, Regent Street.37 The same
year, she judged one hundred and forty-eight window displays, entrants of a competition
held during Reading’s shopping week.38
May Alcock - Bon Marché, Liverpool
With her modern style displays, May Alcock was more radical than Wimhurst. Alcock’s
fabric windows for the Bon Marché in 1927 were described as ‘distinctive, original and
modern … ’ [Figure. 2].39 Surprise was expressed that the person responsible was a
woman.40 Alcock was employed at the Liverpool store for nearly three years at the
time of the installations. It was a remarkable achievement for a woman in mid-1920s
Britain to be Display Manager of a large city store, responsible for twenty-four
windows running two hundred feet long.41 Despite their accomplishments, Alcock and
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Figure 1. ‘A special Spring show of Trimmings. Exceptionally well-handled display of Trimmings
dressed by Miss E. Wimhurst for Messrs. Derry & Toms. The grouping of this window is well worth
studying, and the Easter eggs from which the beads are draped is a very novel feature of this
display,’ Display 1, no. 2 (May 1919): 66.

the other female attendees listened to Higham’s patronising speech at the 1927
Convention:
I am told that one of the star window dressers of this country is a lady, present in this room.
There must be a ﬁeld for women in window dressing. Why, it is their natural function. First
they dress themselves so that we like them. They put on all those little things (laughter), and
they are usually the best window dressers in the world. They don’t always put their goods in
the shop window (laughter), but they do attract attention … They should be able to dress a
window, for they know what a woman wants.42

By late 1929, Alcock was Vice-Chair of the Liverpool Display Association, a provincial
branch of the BADM.43 Alcock was shrewd, gaining new insights through regular visits to
the continent, which provided her with the stimulus for taking her displays in modern
style directions. Nevertheless, Alcock was very aware that the goal of display was to
create trade, ‘The display manager who is a success is a person who knows his merchandise, qualities as well as values, and who can present it in an intriguing or perhaps, I
should say, insinuating manner. To make a person want to buy goods … is the true
object of display.’44
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Figure 2. Fabric display by May Alcock Bon Marché, Liverpool. ‘Windows of Bon Marché, Liverpool: Display Women Creates New Style in Fabric Displays,’ Display 9,
no. 6 (September 1927): 218.
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Florence Watson – Lyons Tea-Houses
Supportive of women in display roles, Goldsman wrote an article ‘Enter – The Display
Manger-ess’ in July 1929.45 He pointed out a growing list of capable display women
coming to the fore in a quiet, unobtrusive way. Many national advertisers, wholesalers,
and manufacturers engaged qualiﬁed display women who were ably and satisfactorily
managing their display departments.46 Goldsman particularly highlighted the confectionary displays at J. Lyons at the Corner House, Oxford Street, and Maison Lyons;
the display department was under the supervision of the capable Florence Watson.47
Florence Watson’s intention for a career on the stage was thwarted by two stumbling
blocks-her father and the outbreak of the First World War. Instead, she attended art
school, and perhaps in an attempt at appeasement, her father built her a studio in the
summerhouse in the garden of the family home.48 Watson began her creative career
by making small fancy articles such as bowls, trays, and novelty items. According to
Watson, her ﬁrst attempt at a window display, a hunting scene, drew much criticism
from her family; nevertheless, it was seen by an American who immediately purchased
it and had it shipped to Philadelphia.49 After this, Watson created the windows for the
Lyons’ Corner Houses and Maison Lyons. Goldsman referred to her work as ‘the beautiful displays of Messrs. J. Lyons & Co. Ltd … which have become world famous, and all
which are produced under the supervision of a young woman who is in full charge, and
occupied the role of display manageress.’50
Although Lyons had a publicity department, the display department was run independently by the ‘Shops Decoration Department.’51 The decoration department existed from
1919, the work initially carried out by one person. Before Watson took on supervising the
Lyons displays in 1926, the windows had previously featured crepe paper and branded
products to create bland symmetrical displays.52 By Watson’s appointment, the shop decoration department had greatly expanded. The department was responsible, not only for
the windows but also the interior displays. It had several workrooms, employing over
eighty women and several men who made display props.53 Tasks included ‘making lampshades … dressing of baskets of ﬂowers … sewing and draping … matching colours and
arranging ribbons … painting chocolate bowls and vases in brilliant colours or putting
their own designs on to silk screens.’54
New sales staﬀ were given window display training at the Lyons training school; there
was a standard dummy window for demonstrations where ideas were trialled.55 Every
Lyons tea-shop also had a dedicated window display installer, overseen by a professional
window-dresser who visited each shop to advise on adjustments if necessary. Expenditure on the displays of the 200 shops in London and the many more in the provinces
was not equal; the store’s takings dictated where the thousands of pounds spent on
display annually went.56 Watson personally directed the more expensive displays
installed at the Corner Houses and the Maison Lyons. It was company policy that no displays were repeated in any of their stores. Watson designed themed windows such as the
1929 ‘Venetian’ display [Figure. 3], and the 1932 installation based on ‘Dickens.’ Promotional windows for ‘Nippy Chocolates’ featured a mannequin dressed as a Lyons
Corner House ‘Nippy’ waitress.57 Watson was innovative, trialling new materials. She
was credited with using copper for what was believed to be the ﬁrst time in a British
window display.58
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Figure 3. Venetian window display, Commercial Art 6, no. 34 (April 1929): 152. Also Commercial Art & Industry 12, no. 71 (May 1932): 182.
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By the early 1930s, Watson had taken on other display work. She was responsible for
the much-admired ‘simple in line and form’ arched backgrounds in Swan & Edgar’s 1931
spring windows.59 Display declared Watson was ‘certainly building up a big reputation
for herself in the West End.’60 Watson was described as ‘full and humour; delightfully
reticent about herself and full of boundless enthusiasm for her work’; preferring to
work in three-dimensions rather than sketching; her studios were full of perfectly constructed scaled models showcasing her attention to detail.61 Watson declared, ‘I love
my work and time is of no consequence. Often I stay working all night, it’s diﬃcult to
tear oneself away, it’s a most absorbing work.’62 One of Watson’s display scenes was
shown at the Royal Academy’s Exhibition of British Art in Industry in 1935, the aim
of which, among others, was to raise the standing of window designing on a level with
contemporary art.63 Although an artist, Watson, was best known as ‘a designer … her
work has become recognised all over the world. It is a well-known fact that the
window displays most talked about in the last few years have been her work … ’64 Following her success, Watson eventually moved her studio from the family garden to a larger
one in Gunnersbury Lane.65
Hilda Gibson – Rowntree & Sons
After the rise of women in display roles through the 1920s, the following decade saw a decisive increase in women in display areas such as management, display services, and design.
By the 1930s, display was under pressure. Department store funds were diverted to advertising, which was perceived as higher on the hierarchy of commercial arts. As a consequence, studying the psychology of the consumer (as advertising) became a common
trope. Female practitioners, as shoppers, had an advantage. They were also prepared to
take risks, becoming more innovative, both thematically and technically. Some of the
women employed in display roles during the 1920s progressed to managerial positions.66
Hilda Gibson is one such example. Gibson became Display Manager for Rowntree & Sons,
a large Scarborough department store. Previously in sales, on recognising her creative
talent in 1928, Rowntree’s oﬀered her a full-time display appointment. Known for their
elaborate interior decorations, Gibson also had charge of Rowntree’s thirty-six windows.
Gibson was practical self-reliant, and thoroughly absorbed in her role in designing and
installing the fashion windows aided by one or two assistants. Gibson also made an
extended tour of the continent, gaining ﬁrst-hand knowledge of leading display experts
and familiarising herself with their methods.67 Support for her designs and introduction
of the latest modernist ideas for each department’s display came from Rowntree’s art
studios, staﬀed with carpenters, joiners, painters, and electricians [Figure. 4].68
Anniversary schemes, primarily based on local history, were highly popular in British
department stores, and Gibson’s 50th-anniversary windows for Rowntree in 1932 were
considered ‘the best of their kind’ [Figure. 5].69 Peers regarded Gibson as having advanced
and progressed standards in display. Her spring windows of 1934 featured on the cover of
Display.70 That year, Gibson was also put in charge of the advertising department.71 Gibson
was not a fan of the modernist tendencies of the late 1920s and early 1930s, observing:
‘We’ve survived the growing pains of modernistic or art modern (to give this horrible
phase its most horrible name) style of display and have emerged into something sensible,
simple, but to a far greater extent dependent upon the use of imagination, that most
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Figure 4. Hilda Gibson’s modern drapes at Rowntree’s of Scarborough, Display 11, no. 4 (July 1929): 177.
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Figure 5. The background of this window was yellow, with orange striped cushions, a drape of gold lace and orange crepe. The shoe rests were sprayed yellow
and orange. Display 14, no. 10 (January 1933): 598-599.
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important essential in the make-up of the modern display man.’72 Gibson was a master of
draping, publishing the successful The Art of Draping in 1936.73 From 1940 until 1942,
Gibson was joined in her endeavours by the Russian émigré, Natasha Kroll, a graduate
of the Schule Reimann in Berlin and a tutor at the London Reimann School. Kroll left
Rowntrees to return to London in 1942, taking a post at Simpsons of Piccadilly. In the
autumn of 1942, Gibson was appointed to the Rowntrees Board of Directors.74
Martha Harris – Martha Harris Ltd
In the 1930s, women ran businesses oﬀering freelance display services, such as Martha
Harris. After her journalism studies at Harvard, Harris moved to London in 1925.
Harris worked for a few years in publishing, becoming interested in editorial publicity
work.75 On deciding that London’s display windows oﬀered an irresistible ﬁeld for her aesthetic zealotry, Harris initiated herself into the role by designing book launch windows. Her
ﬁrst window display advertised a book on New York Skyscrapers.76 Although Harris commissioned drawings and three-dimensional forms of buildings for the display from an
artist, she ruined the eﬀect by painting over the props, quickly learning one of the prevalent
evils in display work ‘the spoiling of a ﬁrst-rate design by ﬁfth rate execution.’77
Harris returned to America just as the Depression hit. Rather than working in publishing, without any formal training, she ‘drifted into actual store display,’ becoming the
interior Display Manager for a large New York department store.78 However, Harris
later conceded that nothing was left to chance; she aimed to study the ‘intelligent
modern treatment of store windows: and she wanted to study these in the States.’79
Harris came back to London circa 1930, launching on to the display scene with
renewed vigour.80 She was proactive and immediately contacted a Crawford’s Advertising Agency director, Margaret Havinden, who gave Harris her ﬁrst London commissions
for Jaeger’s fashion house that year.81 Harris found it challenging to align her modern
concepts with the conventional bust forms available. Inﬂuenced by her fashion journalism studies, she devised an innovative method of showing the goods ﬂat, based on
fashion sets for newspaper and catalogue illustrations. Her display method was similar
to fashion drawing. Pinning the garments emphasised their fashion points [Figure.
6].82 Harris used two-dimensional cut-outs rather than full form mannequins to
display clothes for clients such as Jaeger in Oxford Street and H. J. Nicoll & Co., Ltd.,
Regent Street.83 She referred to her method as ‘the revolution in window dressing in
the Jaeger shops.’84 Display gushed over Harris’s intelligent treatment of the garments,
‘She is doing with the actual article what the fashion artist does with pencil and paper.’85
Jaeger’s concerted campaign to ‘modernise’ itself involved a new fashion ﬂoor, new
fashion designs, and window display by Harris.86 The modernising of the brand was a
joint eﬀort with the Crawford Advertising Agency responsible for Jaeger advertising
campaigns.87 Harris followed up her two-dimensional ﬁgures with an ambitious
design to promote Jaeger’s 1932 autumn range. Harris devised ﬁfty percent of human
scale miniature ﬁgures to show the entire collection in one window [ Figure 7].88 The
cost was considerable due to making the outﬁts and mannequins on a smaller scale.
However, the money spent by Jaeger was worth it. The Press considered Harris’s
designs as introducing ‘ ‘modern’ display –or more simply. Made our shop windows
and exhibition sites come alive.’89
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Figure 6. Harris’s two-dimensional window for Jaeger. Display 14, no. 3 (June 1932): 32.
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In what may be considered a combination of the two-dimensional and miniature
ﬁgures previously designed for Jaeger, Harris used bas relief as the basis for Crawford’s
stand at the Advertising Exhibition at the Olympia in July 1933 [Figure 8].90 Harris’s
ambitious exhibition design showed Mr. Industry visiting Crawford’s diﬀerent advertising departments, after which he leaves in ‘conﬁdence. He has placed his advertising in the
best possible hands … ’91 The design by Harris was considered ‘A very original idea.
Almost without colour and therefore restful to the eye and yet striking.’92
After her well-received designs for Crawford’s, Harris addressed the NDA convention
in September 1933.93 Dismissing British display teaching and training methods, she
boldly stated that in hindsight, she wished she had taken the sensible option studying
the advanced methods of window dressing at the Schule Reimann, Berlin.94 In January
1934, Harris launched a collection of aﬀordably priced display ﬁgures and window settings one month after giving birth.95 In further collaboration with Crawford’s, Harris
designed a display unit for ‘Daks’ trousers in 1934. The advertising campaign and the
units promoted the modern and novel features of the garment.96 By the mid-1930s,
Martha Harris Ltd. oﬀered services including ‘National Display Campaigns, Complete
Window Treatments, Exhibition Stands, Display Units for Counter and Window, Millinery Heads & Display Models.’97 The company undertook brand window installations in
department stores, such as Elizabeth Arden in Harrods in 1936.98 Interviewed that year,
Harris was described as being in ‘pleasantly astringent alleged bad temper-and I stood
and watched most admiringly while this woman handled her workpeople and materials
with skill and ﬁrmness.’99
An ambitious, determined, and conﬁdent woman Harris could come across as having
stepped on the toes of display professionals. However, Harry Trethowan, Display
Manager of Heals and BADM past-President, was an admirer of Harris. She contributed
an article, ‘The need for design,’ to Trethowan’s 1935 publication, Selling Through the
Window.100 Harris also lectured with Trethowan and the ‘big attraction’ Oscar Lundkvist
from Sweden at the Lowestoft Display Summer School held in June 1935.101 When
Arthur V. Fraser, display luminary of Marshall Field’s, Chicago, paid his impromptu
visit to London in the summer of 1937, Harris was the only woman at a dinner arranged
in his honour.102 On being questioned on why she worked in the ﬁeld, Harris described
the satisfaction of her work as,
Not for the money alone-because none of us are rich, yet! But because, when a whopping
great window is ﬁnished, when the last brawl about the quality of the work has quietened
down, when the neighbourhood clocks strike the wee small hours, and you go out into
the street to see the result of your work, you get a thrill of satisfaction and pride and boundless enjoyment that few other experiences in life can touch. It is almost as satisfactory as
being in love-and who can say more than that?103

Towards the end of the 1930s, Harris escaped the Second World War with her three
young children by moving to Canada, remaining there until 1950.104
Katherine Pearce – Pearce and Co
Katherine Pearce was born in Ireland and educated in England. After art studies at
Chelsea and other schools of art, Pearce designed stage sets.105 In November 1933,
Pearce featured in the British and Irish press for making:
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Figure 7. ‘Made in Miniature,’ Commercial Art 14, no. 80 (February 1933): 48.
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Figure 8. Harris’s bas relief ﬁgures for Crawford’s Advertising Agency, ‘Die Olympier,’ Gebrauchsgraphik 10, no. 9 (September 1933): 26.
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quite a reputation for herself in Art circles by reason of her clever modernist designs for
window displays … Mrs Pearce’s idea in using for all her designs chromium painted
metal and tubular steel has received much commendation from critics. She is the only
woman display artist and manufacturer doing works of that nature in England … 106

On realising the lack of insight on using shop windows as an advertising medium, Pearce
started a business oﬀering display services.107 Pearce regarded the vast sums of money
spent by retailers on press advertising, hoardings, and posters as missed opportunities
for free publicity aﬀorded by their windows. For window displays to achieve their aim
as a publicity medium, Pearce urged the consideration of the psychology of the target
market, a contemporary trope in debates among display practitioners.108
In spring 1937, an installation by Pearce for photograph paper at an exhibition at the
Olympia featured on Display’s cover.109 Towards the end of that year, Pearce took part in
an NDA debate with Harry Trethowan on the topic of ‘Women in Display.’110 However,
Pearce did women little favours by suggesting that throughout history, women’s favourite
occupation was displaying her charms. It appeared that despite their accomplishments,
the view of some regarding female practitioners had changed little from Higham’s
speech in 1927.111 However, during the 1920s and 1930s, female practitioners had
shown they could physically handle cumbersome display props and mannequins,
devise and implement creative design solutions, and manage display departments.
Regardless of her statement, Pearce also saw no reason why so few stores should
employ women display managers, which she believed would result in ‘more colourful,
intriguing and imaginative windows.’112 By 1937, Higham’s opinion of women had
changed; he declared, ‘I ﬁnd that in business the young woman of today is more mentally
alert, far more ambitious and far more thorough than the young man.’113

Conclusion
Women’s role in British display emerged from feeble beginnings after the First World
War to holding prominent display positions at the end of the decade. Women undertaking drapery apprenticeships received some form of display training, although in the
‘massed’ style. Ethel Wimhurst, determined to make display her career, was the female
trailblazer in British window display. May Alcock brought a new version of British modernity to display.
After the gentle rise of women in display roles through the 1920s, the following decade
saw a decisive increase in women in display areas such as management, display services,
and design. Some of the women employed in display roles during the 1920s progressed to
managerial positions.114 Wimhurst’s hard work eventually saw her becoming the ﬁrst
female display manager in London’s West End. Gibson also progressed to display management; she and Martha Harris published books, articles, and chapters on display.115
Harris and Katherine Pearce provided display services. Women were behind introducing
new materials to display; Florence Watson used copper in 1931, and Pearce used chrome
and tubular steel in 1933.116 Pearce and Gibson were included on the panel of architects,
decorators, and display experts at the Royal Academy’s Exhibition of British Art in
Industry in 1935.117
In Distinction: A Social Critique of the Judgement of Taste (1984), sociologist Pierre
Bourdieu stated that the division between practical, partial, tacit expertise and theoretical,
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systematic, explicit knowledge created a hierarchy.118 The hierarchy of display professionals in 1920s and 1930s Britain, was middle class, white and male. It was diﬃcult
for women, particularly those from working-class backgrounds, to break into maledominated roles. However, the women featured in this article proved that they were
capable of doing so.
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